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RECOMMENDATION

RECOMMENDATION

Blain is best characterized by its authenticity. It is a working 
farming community, has a distinct town core surrounded by 
protected farmland, and  its residents exhibit a strong pride of 
place. Protecting and preserving this authenticity is paramount 
while addressing some challenges that residents identified. 
These challenges include poor sidewalk conditions in many 
areas, many buildings in need of maintenance, particularly 
painting, and a lack of some key services (gas, laundromat, etc.).

Farmland Preservation: Continue 
to protect the farmland and valley 
views that surround Blain.

Actions:
Farmland Preservaition-For any 
farmland not protected, explore 
opportunities with property owners 
to put into farmland preservation. 

Trails-Locate and align future 
trails that connect Blain to other 
communities in the county in ways 
that capitalize on panoramic views 
of the surrounding valley landscape.

Blain Picnic Grounds: Protect and 
enhance the Blain Picnic Grounds 
as an important community 
amenity.

Actions: 
Structure Maintenance-Continue 
to maintain pavilions and structures 
and don’t lose the existing informal 
and inviting character they offer. 

Tree-Planting-Consider strategic 
canopy tree planting to provide for 
replacements to aging trees. 

Trails-Incorporate the picnic 
grounds into any future trail 
network connections and link with 
downtown. 
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Views from Main Street: Preserve the “windows” that 
frame vistas to farmland and mountains from Main 
Street. 

These glimpses of the adjacent countryside from 
between buildings reinforce Main Street’s distinctive 
character as the center of commerce within a 
farming community. 

Actions:
Obstructions-Avoid adding structures or plantings 
that obstruct these views.

Tree Pruning-Where trees are currently planted, 
consider pruning lower branches so that the canopy 
frames views. 

Tree Planting-If planting new trees, utilize high 
canopy trees as opposed to small ornamental trees 
that would block views. 

Streetscape Enhancements: Improve the existing Main Street streetscape but 
avoid “over-designing” it.  The simplicity and functionality of the Main Street 
streetscape contributes to Blain’s authenticity.

Actions

Sidewalk Repair-Replace sidewalk segments that are in poor repair, utilizing simply 
scored concrete to match existing. 

On-Going Maintenance-Encourage property owners to remove grass and weeds 
between the sidewalk and street paving to maintain a tidy appearance. 

Lighting-Provide pedestrian-scaled ornamental lights (12’ high poles on the east 
side of the street) to improve nighttime visibility. Attach ornamental fixture to 
existing utility poles on the west side of the street to reduce the number of poles 
added. 
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Tree Replacement-Plan for eventual replacement of aging 
ornamental pear trees located along Main Street and replace 
with a more appropriate canopy tree such as an oak or maple. 

Tree Planting-Work with property owners and seek 
opportunities to plant additional trees where feasible such 
as within wider setback areas and spaces between buildings 
(provided tree will frame, rather than block, vistas to farm fields 
and mountains).

Actions

Seasonal Color-Expand upon the seasonal planting that many property owners 
have done within small planting beds, planter pots, and hanging baskets and 
encourage other property owners to do the same. These small pops of color 
make a huge impact when done on multiple properties. 

RECOMMENDATION
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Infill Development Opportunity: 
Explore opportunities for sensitive 
infill development in the vacant lot 
along East Main Street.

Actions

Land Use-Strive to attract a land 
use that complements other 
businesses on Main Street and fills a 
community need, if the property is 
not developed for residential.

Design-Strive to design any infill 
development, regardless of use, so 
that it fits in seamlessly with the 
existing character of Main Street. 
Maintain existing setback, utilize 
2-story construction and similar 
building/roof form and massing 
of adjacent structures. Locate any 
automobile-oriented use and/or 
parking to the rear off of East Street.

Parking Lot Screening: For any existing or new 
parking or service areas, consider using plant 
material and ornamental fencing to buffer these 
areas from adjacent streets and sidewalks.

RECOMMENDATION RECOMMENDATION
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Building Maintenance: Work with 
and assist property owners in the 
maintenance of their buildings.

Actions:

Painting-When painting structures, 
consider rich colors that enliven 
Main Street. The Blain Market and 
Blain Hotel are good examples of 
the impact rich colors can make.

RECOMMENDATION
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BRANDING 

Our communities must be branded in such a way that the people, places, and events become 
dynamic and evoke positive feelings about the potential experiences to be had there. We 
must be aware of the tendency to reduce all potential experiences into a single identity that 
features only one aspect of the community. While there is nothing wrong with featuring a single 
icon, a good branding and marketing system must encompass multiple interpretations of the 
ever-expanding options for positive experiences within a community. 

Consider the potential pitfalls if Starbucks changed its logo to a coffee cup, Nike switched its 
swoosh to a shoe, or Apple replaced its logo with an iPhone. While these new logos are actual 
examples of company products, each fails to capture, or represent, the full range of the products 
and services (read: promises and experiences) they provide. Yet how 
often have we seen a community represent its entire essence with 
a single physical icon? This single-asset approach to branding is 
not wrong, it is merely incomplete.
 
Therefore, our rural communities must be branded to 
represent a full range of cultural offerings and positive 
experiences. However, there are distinct differences between 
branding commercial goods and services and branding our 
communities. We must understand our rural communities 
as assets, resources, destinations, and cultural offerings 
rather than merely as a list of products or services. Each rural 
community is different, and the list of assets will change, and, 
one hopes, expand, based on its unique offerings.  
 
Perry County, as a rural place, has adopted the strategy of 
leveraging the county brand to create a true destination, highlighting the uniqueness of each 
community while creating a real, connected sense of place. 

Let’s return to the fundamental question: Why is branding rural areas important? We have 
already established that we must brand our communities or everyone else certainly will. But, 
more importantly, branding helps capture the essence of our communities and communicates 
that message to a broader audience. The greater purpose in branding our rural communities is 
to build community pride, stimulate the local economy, and promote a preservation spirit that 
compels people to be better stewards of their culture and the place they call home.

TYPEFACES

COLOR PALETTE

Hello I'm: Museo 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Museo Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890!@£$%^&

Montserrat Bold
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890!@£$%^&

Montserrat Light
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RGB 113     152     74

HEX/HTML 71984a

CMYK 61     23     91     5

RGB 54     180     229

HEX/HTML 36b4e5

CMYK 66     10     2     0

RGB 168     194     126

HEX/HTML a8c27e

CMYK 38     10      64     0

RGB 147   213   232

HEX/HTML 93d5e8

CMYK 40     1     7     0

RGB 121     110     103  

HEX/HTML 796e67

CMYK 51     50     53     17
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Branded merchandise can cultivate community pride 
while creating revenue streams for local business owners

Cobranded premium 
items tie your communi-
ty brand to established 
brand equity. Don’t 
always go cheap, belive 
that people love your 
place

Branded shopping bags give you an opportunity to own the trans-
action, and celebrate people supporting local business

Shopping & DIning Guides help highlight available experiences and 
promote local business

BRAND EXTENSION 

A commumity brand is so much more than just a logo. 
Think of it as a basket. It holds experiences, memories, and 
interactions. It cultivates pride, creates revenue, and maximizes 
economic impact. The goal of these systems is to empower 
our communities to create real value and momentum. Telling 
the story of what you have to offer through shopping and 
dining guides or crreating products that allow citizens and 
visitors to show their pride 
are essential in a well 
implemented system. 
Remove the speed bumps 
and encourage use of the 
brand as much as possible.
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WAYFINDING SIGNAGE

Proposed wayfinding design for county-wide, community specific 
wayfinding signage system

The wayfinding system should be introduced 
as part of the brand because it plays such an 
important role in the perception and flow of 
your community.  
 
PRIMARY GATEWAYS 
These gateways are the primary intersection points and main 
entry ways to town. They need to be highly visible and introduce 
the brand.
 
BUILDING MARKERS 
The markers can be either wall mounted or monument style and 
denote important landmarks in the downtown district 
 
TRAILBLAZERS 
Trailblazers are the directing signs leading motorists to the main 
attractions in the area. These should have a maximum of three 
locations per sign and carry motorists from gateway to parking 
lot. Colors can be used to distinguish between different districts 
and can become smaller as the scale and speed of the roadway 
narrows.  
 
STREET BANNERS 
Banners are very popular and help to add color and movement to 
the lanes of travel, acting as a speed calming device. They too can 
be color coded by district and can promote local events, as well as 
promoting the brand. 
 
PARKING SIGNAGE 
Identifying parking is important in creating a parking system in 
downtown. Visitors are more likely to walk a block or two to shop 
if the signage system leads them directly to a public parking lot 
and tell them how to proceed. The parking markers can be by 
themselves or as attachments to trailblazer signs.
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A demographic profile of the community examines key indicators including 
population growth, household income and age. 

Population
The estimated 2021 population of Blain is 285.  The borough’s population 
grew by about 20 people from 2010 to 2021 and is projected to grow by 
about 20 more people over the next 5 years. Approximately 401 people live 
within a 5-minute drivetime of the center of Blain.

Age
The median age for the Blain Borough is 32.2 which is significantly younger 
than the median age in Perry County (43.5).

 
 
 
 
 
 

Income
The median household incomes in Blain Borough ($54,994) and the 5-minute 
drivetime trade area ($54,958) are lower than the median household income 
in Perry County ($68,692).

Housing Values
The median value of owner-occupied housing units in Blain Borough 
is $179,613, just below median value in Perry County ($184,296). Percent 
homeownership in Blain is comparable to the county overall. 
Blain Borough:     $179,613  78% home 
ownership
Five-Minute Drive Time:  $181,980  78% home ownership
Perry County:    $184,296  79% home ownership

Figure 1: Blain Borough (Left) and 5-Minute Drive 
Time Area (Right)

The demographic and market conditions of Blain are critical in 
understanding the potential for future development and growth 
in downtown.  This summary report uses demographic data from 
Claritas, Inc. a national firm that provides analytics of market 
conditions, demographics, and projections for future growth.  Data is 
provided for the following areas:

• Blain Borough:  Borough-specific demographic data is presented 
for use in Borough-oriented grants and funding that may be 
available specifically to borough government.
• Drive Time Analysis:  Demographic data based on drive time 
analysis allows for a more thorough examination of the market 
dynamics at work in the community writ large.  Consumers seldom 
(if ever) pay attention to political boundaries when making decisions 
on shopping and dining.  Consequently, the drivetime area provides 
a much more accurate dataset to guide retail retention, recruitment, 
market data, and demographic profiles.
• Perry County:  Benchmarking with Perry County is important so 
that decision makers can understand how Blain fits into the overall 
market dynamics.  

This data provides the underlying framework for many of the recom-
mendations in this report.  By promoting a greater understanding 
of the existing market and trends, this assessment helps identify 
opportunities for future development in downtown Blain.  The 
demographic and market analysis data are summarized below. 

DEMOGRAPHICS

DEMOGRAPHIC AND MARKET ANALYSIS SUMMARY 
BLAIN

2021 
Population

Population Growth 
2010-2021

Age 25+ with at 
Least Some 

College Education
Median 

Age

Median 
Household

 Income

Median Value of 
Owner-Occupied 

Housing

Blain
Borough 285 8.4%8.4% 26%26% 32.232.2 $54,994$54,994 $$179,613179,613

5-Minute 
Drivetime 401401 15.9%15.9% 27%27% 33.233.2 $54,958$54,958 $$181,980181,980

Perry 
County 46,38746,387 0.91%0.91% 41%41% 43.543.5 $68,692$68,692 $$184,296184,296
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 “Retail Leakage” refers to the difference between the retail expenditures by residents living in a particular 
area and the retail sales produced by the stores located in the same area. If desired products are not available 
within that area, consumers will travel to other places or use different methods to obtain those products. 
Consequently, residents are purchasing more than the stores are selling, and the dollars spent outside of the 
area are said to be “leaking.”
To gain a more complete picture of retail patterns in the area, the retail leakage analysis was performed 
for Blain and the 5-minute drivetime. Both the Blain Borough and the 5-minute drivetime experienced 
retail leakage over the past year. Stores in the 5-minute drivetime area had $2.7 million in retail sales while 
consumers living in the area spent $4 million, resulting in retail leakage of $1.36 million.

 
Opportunities
Retail leakage experienced in the trade areas indicate that existing stores are not currently meeting the needs 
of residents. This leakage translates directly to demand, presenting opportunities for commercial growth. 
While it is not reasonable to expect to capture 100% of retail dollars leaking from the trade areas, the retail 
leakage analysis identifies key retail categories to be targeted for growth. Opportunities include:
• Dining (411k in leakage in 5-minute drivetime)
• General Merchandise ($353k in leakage in 5-minute drivetime)
• Health and Personal Care Stores ($274k in leakage in 5-minute drivetime)

RETAIL LEAKAGE SUMMARY 
BLAIN


